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TXT isn’t dead...

Sell while the
iron is hot

It’s biggr thn evr b4

Think abt it, it’s never been morea part
of our everyday lives

& it’s here 2 stay...

Asking customers to buy your product is one thing.
Persuading them to remember to buy your product next
time they’re in a position to is an even bigger challenge.
13Text puts customers in a position to buy your product
at the moment they see your advertisement, whether
that be on TV, on a poster, in a DM piece, and so on.

Make the sale,
wherever your
customer is

It allows anyone with a smart phone to purchase
a product by sending a text message, scanning
a QR code or entering a URL.
They will be called and guided through a purchase
process until the sale is finalised. Once it is, you’ll receive
the details of the entire transaction immediately
in your email inbox.
The service can also accommodate more complex
transactions, such as partial or split payments.

I’ll pay that!

2. Wanting to buy your

3.

product, the customer
scans the QR code, sends
a text message or enters
a URL on their phone.

In seconds, your customer
is called back and played a
personalised message while
they’re connected to the
automated payment gateway.

Instant, mobile buying
Text2Buy allows you to leverage a behaviour that
millions of consumers carry out every day – using
their smart phone.

1. You advertise

with a ‘buy it
now’ call to
action in your
campaign, giving
customers a
keyword to SMS,
a QR code to
scan or a web
link to use.

How Text2Buy™
Turns ADS 2 sales
on the spot

6.

interested?
text ‘Jeronimo’ to 0410 000 000

You’re emailed with
the details of the
financial transaction
in real time.

Customers can SMS a keyword, scan a QR code
or follow a link to receive an immediate personalised
voice call that connects the customer to our
automated payment gateway service. This enables
the customer to complete a financial transaction
to purchase goods or services.

PAY
NOW

Not only do you have an easy way for customers
to buy your product, you’re informed every step
of the way with our reporting that provides new levels
of insight into customers.

Transaction
Complete

ipt
Rece

5.

4.

Your customer is
prompted through
the purchase
process and
provided with
a transaction
receipt number,
while the payment
is deposited in
your account.

An SMS is sent to the customer
mobile containing the receipt
number and website details
that allow the customer to print
out a tax invoice.

